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Abstract
A graphoidal cover of a given graph G=(V; E) is a set of its paths of length at least one,
not necessarily open, such that no two paths have a common internal vertex and every edge of
G is in exactly one of these paths. Graphoidal covers provide a fresh ground for generalizing
results in graph theory and this paper is the rst attempt to demonstrate the fruitfulness of this
contention taking the notion of domination in graphs. Given a graphoidal cover  of G we
dene a set D of vertices of G to be a  -dominating set ( -domset, for short) of G whenever
for every vertex v in VnD there exists a vertex u in D and a path P in  such that u and v are
the end-vertices of P. This paper initiates a study of this concept in graphs which may not be
necessarily nite. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
Keywords: Domination in graphs; Graphoidal cover;  -path;  -domination;  -domset;  -inde-
pendent;  -adjacent;  -coloring; Free path; Hyperchain
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, we shall follow the notation and terminology of Harary [12]
and Berge [6] for graphs and hypergraphs, respectively, unless specically dened
otherwise. Also, graphs we will consider could be innite unless mentioned otherwise.
In [2], Acharya and Sampathkumar introduced the notion of a graphoidal cover
of a nite graph. We observe that it can be easily extended without regard to the
niteness of graphs as follows: Given a graph G=(V; E), by a graphoidal cover of G
we mean a collection  of nontrivial paths in G (i.e., having length at least one), called
 -paths, which are not necessarily open, such that (GC1) for any two paths P and Q
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Fig. 1.
in  ; v2V (P)\V (Q)) v is an end-vertex of either P or Q and (GC2) every edge
of G belongs to exactly one of the  -paths.
In this denition, the paths in  could be nite, closed (i.e., cycles), one-way innite
(or, what is called a ray) or two-way innite. Also, we note here that a nite open
path in  has two end-vertices, a ray and a cycle (which has been regarded as a closed
path) in  each has exactly one end-vertex xed by  and a two-way innite path
in  has no end-vertex.
In particular, if  does not contain any closed path then we call  an acyclic
graphoidal cover of G. Hence, if  is an acyclic graphoidal cover of G then it is
essentially a collection of internally vertex-disjoint open paths in G that cover all the
edges of G.
We shall denote by GG the set of all graphoidal covers of the given graph G=(V; E)
and for a given  2GG we call the ordered pair (G;  ) a  -covered graph.
Fig. 1 exhibits graphoidal covers on some nite graphs where a black node denotes a
vertex which is not internal to any of the paths in the graphoidal cover shown, a small
line segment attached to an end of an edge (which may be thought of as a ‘hook’)
denotes an end-vertex of the path (in the respective graphoidal cover) to which the
edge belongs, and a small circle (regarded as a ‘white vertex’) represents an internal
vertex of the unique path (in the graphoidal cover) to which it belongs. Note that each
‘hook’ must be associated with a white vertex, otherwise it is equivalent to (in fact,
would be) a black node. Graphoidal covers on innite graphs also could be exhibited
(partially though) in a similar manner.
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Fig. 2.  domination in graphs.
For nite graphs a study of the notion of graphoidal covers of a given graph had
been introduced in [2], motivated by purely theoretical considerations, and has since
been pursued mainly by Arumugam and his co-workers. (cf. [3{5,16{18]).
Interestingly enough, independent of the study of graphoidal covers initiated in [2]
in which the general problem of characterizing intersection graphs of graphoidal covers
of an arbitrary graph had been posed, the notion of ‘intersection graphs of internally
disjoint paths in a given tree’, called perfect-vertex graphs (or PV-graphs) and mo-
tivated by the earlier works of Renz [21], Gavril [10,11] and Monma and Wei [14],
appeared in theoretical computer science literature just a couple of years later (see
[19,22]).
The purpose of this paper is to initiate study of a new notion of domination extended
to graphoidal covers of a graph dened below.
Denition 1.1. Let G=(V; E) be any graph and u; v2V .We say that u and v are
 -adjacent, written u  v, if there exists a path in  with u and v as its two end-
vertices. Let N (v)= fx2V : v  xg denote the  -neighbourhood; dened in this way,
it is possible that v2N (v) since  may contain a cycle with v as its end-vertex. We
say that DV is a  -dominating set (or, in short,  -domset) of G if N (v)\D 6= ;
for every v2VnD.
We denote by D (G) the set of all  -dominating sets of G. This notion is illustrated
with an example in Fig. 2.
Remark 1.2. Denition 1.1 with  =E(G), the edge-set of the graph G, being the
trivial graphoidal cover of G, yields the standard notion of dominating sets in graphs
as dened by Ore [15]. Hence, we shall denote by D(G) the set of all usual dominating
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sets of G (i.e., D(G)=DE(G)(G)). Thus, the notion of  -domination in graphs turns
out to be a natural generalization of the classical notion of domination in graphs.
In Section 2, we present results of our preliminary investigation on the problem of
characterizing a  -covered graph (G;  ) having V (G) as the only  -domset.
In Section 3, we characterize minimal graphoidal cover dominating sets and, following
the footsteps of Ore [15], initiate an exploration of the properties of graphs in which
every graphoidal cover dominating set contains a minimal one. In Section 4, we bring
together results of our investigation into structural properties of graphs possessing -
nite graphoidal cover dominating sets and characterization of trees that attain a natural
bound for their cardinalities in terms of the lengths of the paths in the corresponding
graphoidal covers. In Section 5, we expose the natural connections of the notion of
graphoidal cover domination number of a nite graph to the extended forms of other
well-known parameters of the graph such as its independence number, domination num-
ber, independent domination number, chromatic number, etc. In Section 6, we give a
brief account of the major results obtained and their scope for further research.
2. Graphoidal cover dominating sets in graphs
Let G=(V; E) be any graph,  2GG and D2D (G). Then every vertex in VnD is an
end-vertex of some open nite  -path that has its other end-vertex in D. Let F (G) de-
note the set of all vertices in G which are not the end-vertices of any  -path and F 0 (G)
denote the set of vertices of G which are not the end-vertices of any open nite  -path.
Then it is easy to see that F (G)F 0 (G)
T
D2D (G)D, since each vertex of VnD is
an end-vertex of some open nite  -path whenever D2D (G). Further, we observe
that the right hand side inclusion is indeed an equality due to the following reasoning
for the reverse inclusion: Suppose u2 (TD2D (G)D)nF 0 (G). This implies that u must
be an end-vertex of some open nite  -path, say P. Let v be the other end-vertex
of P. Clearly, D1 =V (G)nfug2D (G). By assumption, u2
T
D2D (G)DD1, i.e.,
u2D1 which is preposterous. Thus, we see that F 0 (G)=
T
D2D (G)D and hence
F (G)F 0 (G)=
T
D2D (G)
D: (1)
Theorem 2.1. For any graph G=(V; E) and for any  2GG; every vertex in F (G)
has degree either 0 or 2 in G.
Proof. Consider any u2F (G). If d(u)= 1, then by the very denition of a graphoidal
cover (specically due to the axiom (GC2)) u must be an end of some  -path, so
cannot lie in F (G). Next, if d(u)>2 then, due to axiom (GC1), u must be an end of
some  -path and hence cannot lie in F (G). Thus, the theorem follows.
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Fig. 3. Innite tree T with F (T )= ;.
Corollary 2.2. For any graph G; there exists  2GG such that F (G)=V (G) if and
only if every component of G is either trivial (i.e.; an isolated vertex) or a two-way
innite path. In fact; if F (G)=V (G) then each member of  is a two-way innite
path.
Remark 2.3. It must be noted, however, that not every vertex of degree 2 in G may
necessarily lie in F (G) since such a vertex may be either a common end of two
distinct  -paths or the ‘rst’ and the ‘last’ vertex of the same  -path (that must then
be a  -cycle).
Remark 2.4. It requires to be noted here that strict inclusion in (1) is possible: Take,
for example, G to be the graph with vertex-set V (G)=N, the set of natural numbers,
edge-set E(G)= ffi; i + 1g: i2Ng and  = f(1; 2; 3; : : :)g consisting of the one-way
innite path with 1 as its end vertex. Then, F (G)=Nnf1g, and F 0 (G)=N.
Remark 2.4 points at the following problem.
Problem 2.5. Characterize graphs G that admit a  2GG for which equality in (1) holds;
i.e.; F (G)=F 0 (G)=
T
D2D (G)D:
Remark 2.6. Note that (1) yields the fact F 0 (G)=V (G) if and only if
D (G)= fV (G)g. Also,
F (G)=V (G))D (G)= fV (G)g: (2)
The converse of (2) is not true as in the example of Remark 2.4 D (G)=
fV (G)g= fNg while F (G)=Nnf1g. However, there could even be graphs G sat-
isfying F (G)= ; and D (G)= fV (G)g as the innite tree of Fig. 3 shows.
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Theorem 2.7. Given a  -covered graph (G;  ); the following statements are equivalent:
(i) D (G)= fV (G)g.
(ii)  contains no open path of nite length.
(iii) No two distinct vertices of G are  -adjacent.
Proof. We rst show that (i), (ii). Suppose  contains an open  -path P of nite
length. Then P must have two distinct end-vertices, say u and v. But then Du=Vnfug
(also, Dv) is a proper  -domset of G, a contradiction to the hypothesis.
For the converse, suppose there exists a proper  -domset D in G. Then, by denition,
for every v2VnD there exists u2D such that  contains a u-v path P in G. Thus,
P 2 and is an open path of nite length, a contradiction to (ii).
(ii), (iii) is rather obvious, so we omit its proof.
Corollary 2.8. Every  -covered graph (G;  ); in which there is at least one open
 -path of nite length; admits a proper  -domset.
The above theorem shows that in any  -covered graph (G, ) satisfying D (G)=
fV (G)g, no two vertices can be  -adjacent. Hence, we shall call such (G, ) a
 -independent graph, or that G is  -indepedent to be short. Thus, if G is  -independent
then every member of  would have at most one end-vertex called its origin. In ordi-
nary domination theory, a graph satisfying D(G)= fV (G)g turns out to be just a totally
disconnected graph and hence is of no practical interest. However, in the general case
when we have a nontrivial graphoidal cover  such that D (G)= fV (G)g we shall
see that there could be innitely many possibilities for the structure of G even if we
restrict it to remain in the class of connected graphs (e.g., see Fig. 3 for such an acyclic
graph). In general, Theorem 2.7 asserts that such a graphoidal cover cannot contain an
open path of nite length. More interesting question would be to ask if such a graph
could have a nontrivial block; that is, a block which is neither K1 nor K2 (for example,
take any connected graph G with exactly one cut-vertex w such that every block of G
is a cycle and let  consist of all the cycles with w as their common end-vertex; so,
G is  -independent). In fact, we shall see that a  -independent graph G may have any
number of blocks isomorphic to a cycle but it could have at the most one nontrivial
block which is not a cycle (such a block will be called ‘nontrivial noncycle block’).
Thus; characterization of  -independent graphs turns out to be an important problem.
In what follows in this section, we shall obtain some necessary conditions for a graph
G to possesses a graphoidal cover  such that G is  -independent. Towards this end,
we shall need the following denitions and notations.
For any  2GG, let
C :=C (G)= fP 2 : P is a closed path (i:e:; a cycle)g;
A1 :=A1 (G)= fP 2  : P is a one-way innite pathg;
A2 :=A2 (G)= fP 2  : P is a two-way innite pathg:
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Denition 2.9. Given a graph G=(V; E), by a one-way hyperchain in G we mean a
sequence (x1; P1; x2; P2; : : : ; xk ; Pk ; xk+1; : : :); k> 2, where x1; x2; : : : are distinct vertices
and each Pi is either a cycle or an innite path in G such that the following conditions
are satised simultaneously:
(HC1) for each i, xi 2Pi,
(HC2) xi+1 2Pinfxig for each i,
(HC3) Pi \ Pi+1 = fxi+1g for every i,
(HC4) ji − jj> 2) Pi \ Pj = ;.
The nite hyperchain (x1; P1; x2; : : : ; xk ; Pk ; xk+1) is said to have length k.
Denition 2.10. Given a graph G=(V; E), by a closed hyperchain, or a hypercycle,
we mean a sequence (x1; P1; x2; P2; : : : ; xk ; Pk ; x1); k> 2, where xi’s are distinct vertices
and each Pi is either a cycle or an innite path in G such that conditions (HC1){(HC4)
are satised with indices reduced modulo k; k is called the length of the hypercycle.
Note that if k = 2 in this denition, then (HC3) implies that P1 \ P2 = fx1; x2g.
Denition 2.11. Given a graph G=(V; E), by a two-way hyperchain we mean a se-
quence (: : : ; x−2; P−2; x−1; P−1; x0; P0; x1; P1; x2; P2; : : :) where f: : : ; x−2; x−1; x0; x1; x2; : : :g
is a subset of V and : : : ; P−2; P−1; P0; P1; P2; : : : are all distinct paths each of which is
either a cycle or an innite path in G such that the conditons (HC1){(HC4) are
satised simultaneously.
Given any subgraph H of a graph G, let us call P 2  H-forming if E(H)\E(P) 6= ;
and let H = fP 2  :P is H -formingg. Now, let B be any nontrivial block (or, ‘lobe’
as in [15, p. 85]) of G. Since  is an edge-cover of G, every edge of B is contained
in some  -path. Hence, we call B a  -nontrivial block if it is made up of at least
two B-forming  -paths; otherwise, B is said to be  -trivial | clearly, B is  -trivial
if and only if B is itself a  -cycle.
The following lemma provides some insight into the sturcture of a  -independent
graph. While such a graph G could have any number of nontrivial blocks which are
cycles, the lemma will show that G can have at most one nontrivial block which is not
a cycle. Further, it will demonstrate that such a nontrivial noncycle block will have a
special structure.
Lemma 2.12. Let G=(V; E) be any nontrivial connected  -independent graph. Then
(i) to any nontrivial noncycle block B in G there corresponds a hypercycle
Z=(x1; P1; x2; P2; : : : ; xk ; Pk ; x1) such that
(a) for each i; Pi is either a cycle or a one-way innite path;
(b) B \ Pi=Pi if Pi is a cycle and B \ Pi is the xi − xi+1 segment of Pi if Pi is
a one-way innite path; and
(c) B is the subgraph of G induced by the set X =
Sk
i=1(B \ Pi);
(ii) G contains at most one nontrivial noncycle block.
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Proof. (i) Let B be any nontrivial noncycle block in G. Then, B must be  -nontrivial.
Therefore, there must exist at least two distinct  -paths P and Q in B . Let e2
E(B)\ E(P) and f2E(B)\E(Q). Then e and f must be two distinct edges of G as
E(P)\E(Q)= ; due to (GC2). Since B is a block, it follows from a property of blocks
(cf. [15, Theorem 5.4.3, p. 87]) that there exists in B a cycle Z containing both e and
f. Let P1; P2; : : : ; Pk be the Z-forming  -paths. Since e and f belong to two distinct
 -paths if follows that k> 2.
First, let k>2. Denote P00i =Pi \Z . Without loss of generality, let their ordering be
such that the last vertex of P00 is the rst vertex of P00i+1 (note that this is possible, since
Z is nite). It then follows that jP00i \ P00i+1j=1 for each i, indices reduced modulo k.
Hence, let P00i \P00i+1 = fxi+1g for each i, indices reduced modulo k. By (GC1), it follows
that xi+1 must be an endvertex of at least one of Pi and Pi+1, say of Pi+1. Also, no
Pi can have more than one end-vertex (since G is  -independent), xi+2 2Pi+1 must be
one of its internal vertices, indices reduced modulo k. Thus, xi+1 is the origin of Pi+1
and an internal vertex of Pi for every i, indices reduced modulo k. This implies that
Pi 2C [A1 and, therefore, has exactly one end-vertex for each i2 k = f1; 2; : : : ; kg.
Next, suppose y2Pi \ Pj for distinct i; j2 k with ji − jj> 2. By (GC1), y must be
an end-vertex of one of Pi and Pj. Suppose y is an end-vertex of Pi so that y= xi.
Then, y cannot be an end-vertex of Pj and j 6= i. Therefore, y must be internal to Pj.
But, y is internal to Pi−1 too, a contradiction to (GC1). (Here, indices are reduced
modulo k, and by denition P0 =Pk .)
Further, we shall prove Pi \ Pi+1 = fxi+1g. Let y2 (Pi \ Pi+1)nfxi+1g. Then, y must
be an internal vertex of Pi+1 so that y must be an end-vertex of Pi by (GC1). This
implies, y= xi whence y must be an internal vertex of Pi−1, indices reduced modulo
k, a contradiction to (GC1) (since k>2).
If k =2, because of (GC2) we must have P1 =P and P2 =Q. Let P00i =Pi \ Z ,
i2f1; 2g. Then, obviously, P001 \ P002 = fx1; x2g for some distinct vertices x1 and x2.
Arguing as above, we may then show that P1; P2 2C [A1 and P1 \ P2 = fx1; x2g
with xi as the origin of Pi; i2 2.
Thus, it follows that Z=(x1; P1; x2; P2; : : : ; xk ; Pk ; x1) is a hypercycle. Let B= hX i
be the subgraph of G induced by the set X =
Sk
i=1 P
0
i where P
0
i =P if Pi is a cycle
and P0i =P
00
i =Pi \ Z , the xi − xi+1 segment of Pi, if Pi is a one-way innite path.
We now claim that B=B. Towards this end, we clearly have B B. Hence, it
remains to show the other way inclusion. Suppose, on the contrary, there exists a vertex
z 2B nB. Since B B and B is a block, for any two distinct vertices y1 and y2 in
B there must exist a y1-z-y2 path P. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that y1 and y2 are so chosen that the y1-z segment P1 and the z-y2 segment P2 of P
both have no other vertex of B. Let P1 [ P2 =P=(y1 =w1; Q1; w2; Q2; : : : ; wr; Qr;
wr+1 =y2) where Qi’s are the P-forming  -paths. Since every vertex of B is an
internal vertex of a B-forming  -path we see from (GC1) that wi must be an end-
vertex of Qi and wi+1 must be an internal vertex of Qi for each i2 r= f1; 2; : : : ; rg.
But then wr+1 =y2 would be internal to both Qr and some B-forming  -path, a
contradiction to (GC1). Thus, the claim is seen to hold.
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The fact that B=B further implies that B\Pi=Pi if Pi is a cycle and B\Pi is the
xi-xi+1 segment of Pi if Pi is a one-way innite path, for every i2k
(ii) Suppose that G contains two distinct nontrivial noncycle blocks, say B1 and B2.
Then, as seen above, they must be  -nontrivial blocks. Since G is connected, either
B1 \ B2 6= ; or there must exist a u-v path P=(u= u0; u1; : : : ; ut = v) with u2B1 and
v2B2 such that none of the edges of P is contained in either B1 or B2. But then, as is
apparent from the proof of the claim above (that B=B), every vertex of Bi; i2f1; 2g,
is an internal vertex of some Bi-forming  -path. Hence, we can show as above that
either of the two possibilities would lead to the conclusion that at least one of u and v
would be internal to more than one  -path, a contradiction to (GC1).
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Corollary 2.13. If  2GG is such that G is  -independent and B is a cycle in G such
that B =2  then all other nontrivial blocks of G are  -cycles.
Remark 2.14. Given any graph G=(V; E), if  2GG is such that G is  -
independent, then for a  -nontrivial block B of G, B C [A1 and the end-vertex
of every B-forming  -path belongs to B and is an internal vertex of some other
B-forming  -path.
Lemma 2.15. Let G=(V; E) be a connected graph and  2GG be such that G is
 -independent. If G contains a hyperchain H formed by a subfamily of  then
jA2 (G)\H j6 1.
Proof. Suppose jA2 (G) \ H j> 1. Then, there exist distinct Pi,Pj 2A2 (G) \ H .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that i and j are integers such that i< j.
Since Pi 2A2 (G), and therefore has no end-vertex, xi+1 must be the end-vertex of
Pi+1. Since Pj 2A2 (G) and therefore has no end-vertex, we must have i+ 1<j. For
any integer t such that i<t<j we assume that Pt =2A2 (G)\H . Hence, by arguments
analogous to those in Lemma 2.12, one can deduce that xj must be the end-vertex of
Pj, contrary to the assumption that Pj 2A2 (G) \ H and has no end-vertex.
Lemma 2.16. If G is a connected graph and if  2GG is such that G is  -independent
and G contains a  -nontrivial block B; then A2 (G)= ;. If G does not contain any
 -nontrivial block then jA2 (G)j6 1.
Proof. Firstly, assume that G has a  -nontrivial block B and P 2A2 (G). By
Remark 2.14, V (P) \ V (B)= ;. Let Q=(y0; y1; y2; : : : ; yk) be a shortest possible path
in G that joins a vertex y0 of B with a vertex yk of P. Let Q1; : : : ; Qt be the Q-forming
 -paths such that y0 2Q1 and yk 2Qt . Remark 2.14 and arguments analogous to those
in the proof of Lemma 2.12 can be invoked to prove that yk is an internal vertex of
Qt as well as of P, a contradiction to (GC1).
The second part of the lemma can also be proved analogously.
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By a free path in a graph G we mean a maximal path each edge of which is a
bridge (i.e., an edge that does not belong to any cycle, and hence a trivial block)
in G.
Lemma 2.17. If G=(V; E) is any graph having a graphoidal cover  such that G is
 -independent then every free path in G has innite length.
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, G contains a free path P=(u0; u1; : : : ; uk) of nite
length k. By (GC2), there must exist P-forming  -paths Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qr; r> 2, such that
u0 2Q1 and uk 2Qr . By the denition of a free path it follows that Qi 2A1 [A2 
for each i2 r.
Case 1: u0 is the origin of Q1. Following the arguments similar to those in the proof
of Lemma 2.12, it can easily be shown that uk is an internal vertex of Qr as also that
the origin w of Qr lies on P so that w= uir for some ir < k whence we get Qi 2A1 
for each i2 r. The maximality condition in the denition of P implies the existence of
a vertex uk+1 2Qr such that the edge e= ukuk+1 is in Qr and that e lies on a cycle Z in
G. Further, Z must be contained in a nontrivial block B of G. Since Qr 2B \A1 we
see that B is  -nontrivial. Therefore, uir 2B (cf. Remark 2.14) so that maximality of
B as a nonseparable subgraph of G implies uir uir+1 2B, a contradiction to the denition
of P.
Case 2: u0 is an internal vertex of Q1. In this case, there exists a vertex u−1 2Q1
such that e−1 = u−1u0 2E(Q1) and e−1 =2E(P). By the denition of a free-path, there
must exist a cycle Z1 such that e−1 2E(Z1). As in Case 1, we may see that Z1
is contained in a  -nontrivial block B. Since E(Q1)\E(B) 6= ;, Q1 2B C [A1 
(cf. Remark 2.14) whence the origin v of Q1 lies in B but does not belong to P.
Therefore, invoking (GC1), it may be argued again as above that uk is an internal
vertex of Qr . Then, as in Case 1, we may arrive at a similar contradiction.
Thus, the result follows by contraposition.
However, a complete characterization of innite graphs having a nontrivial graphoidal
cover  such that G is  -independent appears quite complex.
3. Minimal graphoidal cover dominating sets in graphs
Let G=(V; E) be any graph and  2GG. Then D2D (G) is said to be minimal if
no proper subset of D belongs to D (G). We denote by Dm (G) the set of all minimal
 -domsets of G.
This section, besides raising many new problems and proving new results, focuses
on minimal  -domsets in a graph and presents generalizations of some fundamental
theorems of Ore [15] and Berge [6] on minimal dominating sets. In addition, we
obtain a necessary condition for a given innite graph G to have a nite  -domset
for some  2GG. We shall nd that such a graph cannot be locally nite (that is,
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graph in which degree of each vertex is nite). Further, if  2GG is such that G is
 -independent then G happens to have a minimal  -domset, viz., V (G). In general, if
G is an innite graph and  2GG is such that G is not  -independent, the existence
of a minimal  -domset is unknown. However, a locally nite graph will be shown to
have a minimal  -domset for any  2GG.
Theorem 3.1. Let G=(V; E) be a graph and  2GG. If D is minimal  -domset of G
then (VnD)[F 0 (G)2D (G).
Proof. Suppose the conclusion of the theorem is false under its hypothesis. Then there
exists D 2 Dm (G) for which the conclusion of the theorem fails to hold. That is,
there exists v2DnF 0 (G) such that N (v)\ ((VnD)[F0 (G))= ;. This implies N (v)
D. Since v2F0 (G) we then get Dnfvg2D (G), a contradiction to the minimality
of D.
It may be seen that Theorem 3.1 generalizes Theorem 13.1.4 of Ore [15].
Remark 3.2. Though a graph G for which there exists  2GG such that G is
 -independent has a minimal  -domset, viz., V (G), it does not have a proper minimal
 -domset.
Problem 3.3. Does there exist a graph G with  2GG such that G is not  -independent
and G does not have any proper minimal  -domset? If so; characterize the class of
such graphs.
That such graphs are not locally nite is indicated by our next result.
Theorem 3.4. Let G=(V; E) be a locally nite graph and  be a graphoidal cover
of G. Then; every  -domset of G contains a minimal one.
Proof. Suppose the conclusion in the statement of the theorem is false under its
hypothesis. Then there must exist D1 2D (G) such that D contains no minimal  -
domset of G. Since D is a subset of itself, this means that D is not a minimal
 -domset of G. Hence, by the denition of minimality, it follows that there must
exist a  -domset D1 of G such that D1D. Further, the fact that D1D1 implies
that D1 =2Dm (G) which, in turn, implies the existence of a  -domset D2 of G such
that D2D1. Again, since D2D2 the assumption yields D2 =2Dm (G) so that there
would exist D3 2D (G) such that D3D2. Continuing in this manner, we obtain an
innite descending chain DD1D2    of  -domsets Di of G contained in D.
Let D0 =
T
i Di. Since Di 2D (G) for every i2N we must have D0 6= ;. We claim,
D0 2Dm (G).
Suppose D0 =2D (G). Then there exists v2VnD0 such that N (v)\D0 = ;. Since G
is locally nite and no edge of G belongs to more than one  -path (due to axiom
(GC2)) we see that jN (v)j<1. Therefore, N (v) can intersect only a nitely many
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Di’s. In other words, there would exist t 2N such that N (v)\Dn= ; for all n>t. This
contradicts the fact Di 2D (G) for each i2N. Thus, D0 2D (G). By its denition,
D0 contains no proper  -domset of G. Hence, D0 is a required minimal  -domset
of G.
Theorem 3.4, in view of Theorem 3.1, yields the following generalization of a
classical result of Ore [15, Theorem 13.1.5].
Corollary 3.5. Let G=(V; E) be a locally nite graph having a graphoidal cover  
such that G is not  -independent and F0 (G)= ;. Then G has at least two mutually
disjoint proper minimal  -domsets.
Remark 3.6. Note that in Corollary 3.5, none of the conditions in its hypothesis can
be relaxed.
Corollary 3.7. Let G=(V; E) be a graph having a graphoidal cover  such that G
has a  -domset containing no minimal  -domset. Then G must have a vertex of
innite degree and is not  -independent.
In fact, it may be seen that Theorem 3.4 is a generalization of Theorem 13.1.1 of
Ore [15].
Obviously, if D is a nite  -domset of a graph G then it must contain a minimal
one. Hence, if D is a  -domset of G such that D contains no minimal  -domset
then D must be an innite set.  -covered graphs (G;  ) containing nite  -domsets
are important because all nite graphs have this property. And much more!
Theorem 3.8. Let G=(V; E) be an innite graph together with a graphoidal cover  
such that some  -domset D of (G;  ) is nite. Then; D contains a vertex of innite
degree.
Proof. Since G is innite and D is nite, VnD must be innite and, by the denition
of a  -domset, for each v2VnD there exists u2D such that u  v. Thus, there are
innitely many distinct  -paths each of which has an end-vertex in D and since D
is nite it follows that some vertex of D must be the end-vertex of innitely many
 -paths in (G;  ). This (due to (GC2)) means that some vertex of D must be of innite
degree.
Corollary 3.9. In any innite graph G which is locally nite; for any graphoidal
cover  of G every  -domset is innite; in particular; every dominating set of G is
innite.
Note that the latter part of the statement of Corollary 3.9 is a new information in
the ordinary domination theory in graphs. Hence, at this stage, we consider it inspiring
to mention the following three important fundamental problems open for investigation.
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Problem 3.10. Characterize innite graphs G having graphoidal covers  such that
some=every minimal  -domset of G is nite.
Problem 3.11. Characterize innite graphs G having graphoidal covers  such that
every  -domset of G contains a minimal one.
Problem 3.12. Characterize innite graphs G having graphoidal covers  such that
there are only nitely many nite minimal  -domsets of G.
Observation 3.13. Let G be any graph having a graphoidal cover  such that some
minimal  -domset of G is nite. Then F0 (G) is nite.
Observation 3.14. Let G be any graph and  be any graphoidal cover of G. Then,
A2D (G) and AB ) B2D (G): (3)
This property is an instance of ‘expanding’, or the so-called ‘propagatory’ property,
studied by Cockayane and Hedetniemi [8] in a general setup. It plays an important
role in establishing the following characterization of minimal  -domsets, generalizing
yet another classical result of Ore [15].
Theorem 3.15. Let G=(V; E) be any graph;  2GG and D2D (G). Then D2Dm (G)
if and only if for each d2D at least one of the following conditions holds:
(i) (N (d)nfdg)\D= ;.
(ii) 9v2VnD: N (v)\D= fdg:
Proof. Let D2Dm (G). Then, by minimality, Dnfdg =2D (G). This implies that there
exists v2 (VnD)[fdg such that there is no v-u  -path in G for any u2Dnfdg. Now,
if v=d then (i) holds. If v 6=d then v2VnD and since D2Dm (G) there exists w2D
such that  contains a v-w path. As seen above, w =2Dnfdg. Thus, w=d, proving (ii).
To prove the converse, suppose that every d2D satises condition (i) or (ii). Let
Ci and C
ii
 denote the subsets of D consisting of vertices satisfying condition (i) and
(ii), respectively. Clearly, Ci [Cii =D; by hypothesis.
Now, consider d2Ci . We have Dnfdg =2D (G). On the other hand, if d2Cii then
also we have Dnfdg =2D (G). Hence, any other proper subset A of D must be a subset
of Dnfdg for some d2D and if A2D (G) then by Observation 3.14 we must have
Dnfdg2D (G), a contradiction. Thus, D2Dm (G).
Remark 3.16. If one puts  =E in Theorem 3.15, it reduces to the well-known char-
acterization of minimal dominating sets in graphs due to Ore [15, Theorem 13.1.2].
We shall now extend yet another fundamental result in domination theory, due to
Berge [6], to graphoidal covers on graphs. Given a graphoidally covered graph (G;  ),
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we call a set DV (G)  -independent if no two distinct vertics in D are  -adjacent.
The set of all  -independent sets of G shall be denoted J (G).
Theorem 3.17. Let G=(V; E) be any graph;  2GG and D2D (G). If D is  -
independent then D is both a minimal  -dominating and maximal  -independent
set of G. On the other hand; if D is a maximal  -independent set of G then it is a
minimal  -domset of G.
Proof. Let DJ (G) denote the set of all  -independent  -domsets of G. Hence, rstly,
suppose D2DJ (G). Since D is  -independent we must have
(N (d)nfdg)\D= ; 8d2D: (4)
That is, all the vertices in D satisfy condition (i) of Theorem 3.15 which then implies
D2Dm (G). Next, since D2D (G); for every v2VnD there exists u2D such that u
and v are  -adjacent. Therefore, D[fvg cannot be  -independent for any v2VnD.
Thus, D must be maximal  -independent too.
For the converse, suppose that D is a maximal  -independent subset of V (G) and it
is not a  -domset of G. The latter assumption implies existence of v2VnD such that
N (v)\D= ; and hence that D[fvg2J (G). This conclusion contradicts the fact
that D is a maximal  -independent set of G. Furthermore, by Observation 3.14, we
see that Dnfdg =2D (G) for every d2D whence it follows that D must be minimal
 -dominating set of G too.
Remark 3.18. With  =E(G) in Theorem 3.17, it reduces to the well-known theorem
of Berge [6] as mentioned already.
4. Graphoidally covered graphs having nite graphoidal cover dominating sets
Because of (1), in any graphoidally covered graph (G;  ) having a nite  -domset,
F0 (G) is a nite set. In addition, if G is innite then G must contain a vertex of
innite degree (cf. Theorem 3.8). Before we provide some more information we have
about such graphs, we recall that a cycle that cannot be expressed as a symmetric
dierence of the edge-sets of two or more other cycles in the graph has been called in
literature a fundamental (or, elementary) cycle (cf. Berge [6, p. 12]). In this section,
we shall be concerned with innite graphs having nite number of fundamental cycles
(in particular, trees). If such a graph G possesses a  2GG such that G has a nite
 -domset then we shall show that G cannot have an innite path in it; interestingly,
as per a recent result of Polat [20], G should then have an invariant subgraph (which,
by denition, is a subgraph that remains xed under any automorphism of the graph)!
We will also dene graphoidal cover domination number  (G) of a graph G for each
given graphoidal cover  of G, called the  -domination number of G, which would
reduce to the usual domination number (G) when  =E(G). For the  -covered graphs
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of the type considered above, we will nd a sharp bound for the lengths of the  -paths.
We will nally characterize trees G which admit  2GG attaining this lower bound.
The following result brings out a new fact about dominating sets in certain innite
graphs.
Theorem 4.1. Let G=(V; E) be a connected graph having a graphoidal cover  such
that there is a nite  -domset D. If G has only a nite number  of fundamental
cycles then G does not contain an innite path.
Proof. Suppose G contains an innite path P. Since D is nite, jP \ (VnD)j=1.
Since D2D (G), every vertex v2P \ (VnD) has a ‘ -image’ v0 (that is, the other
end of a  -path originating from v) in D and hence D must contain a vertex v0 which
is the  -image of innitely many vertices in P \ (VnD). Since no two  -paths in G
have any edge in common by (GC2), the  -paths in G having v0 as their common
end-vertex and other end-vertices on P \ (VnD) generate an innite set of fundamental
cycles in G, contradicting the hypothesis.
Theorem 4.1, therefore, yields a necessary condition for an innite graph with nite
number of fundamental cycles to possess a nite dominating set (i.e.,  =E case).
Corollary 4.2. Let G be any connected graph containing an innite path. Then;
either G has innitely many fundamental cycles or for every  2GG the  -covered
graph (G;  ) has no nite  -domset.
It is well-known that any ‘rayless’ graph (i.e., graph containing no one-way innite
path) contains an invariant subgraph which, by denition, is a subgraph that remains
xed under any automorphism of the graph (cf. [20]). In fact, we have
Corollary 4.3. Let G=(V; E) be a connected graph having a nite number of cycles
and a graphoidal cover  such that G has a nite  -domset. Then; G contains an
invariant subgraph.
As a special case of Corollary 4.2, we have
Corollary 4.4. If G is a tree having an innite path; then; for any  2GG; (G;  )
cannot have a nite  -domset.
For another instance, one may have a similar statement valid for unicyclic graphs.
Remark 4.5. In fact, Corollary 4.4 is a particular instance of the contraposition of
Theorem 4.1 which may be stated ‘If G is a graph having only nitely many funda-
mental cycles and an innite path then for any  2GG; (G;  ) cannot have a nite
 -domset’.
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What can one say about the lengths of  -paths in  -covered graphs having nite
 -domsets (since we now know that they must all be nite)?
Theorem 4.6. Let G=(V; E) be a connected graph with a nite number  of fun-
damental cycles and a graphoidal cover  such that G has a nite  -domset D.
Then
‘(P)6jDj+  8P 2  (5)
where l(P) denotes the length of P.
Proof. Let P 2  . By Theorem 4.1, ‘(P) is nite.
If PD then the result is immediate. So, assume that P \ (VnD) 6= ; and
jP \ (VnD)j=m. Let u and v be the ends of P with u= v when P is a closed
 -path. We have two cases to consider.
Case 1: Both u and v belong to D or both belong to VnD. Since D is a  -domset,
each vertex of VnD has a  -image in D. Let k of the m vertices in P \ (VnD) have
their  -images in D\P, and thus creating k fundamental cycles (by (GC2)) whence
we see that 06 k6 . If jDnPj>m− k, then jDj> (jPj −m) +m− k = jPj − k and
hence ‘(P)6 jPj6 jDj+ k6 jDj+ .
On the other hand, if jDnPj<m−k, let h= jDnPj. Now, m−k vertices of P \ (VnD)
have their  -images in DnP and hence at least (m− k)− h fundamental cycles would
exist (by (GC2)) in addition to the k fundamental cycles created due to vertices
in D\P which are  -images of vertices in P \ (VnD). Thus, G must possess at
least (m − k − h) + k =m − h fundamental cycles. But, G has  fundamental cycles.
Therefore, m − h6  so that jDnPj= h>m − . Since jD\Pj= jPj − m we then
get that jDj= jD\Pj + jDnPj> jPj − m + m − = jPj −  so that ‘(P)6 jPj6
jDj+ .
Note that in this case, one may have u= v whence P could be a  -cycle. Then,
the m vertices in P \ (VnD) having their  -images in D\P create k +1 fundamental
cycles so that k + 16  and the same arguments as above would serve the purpose
since then ‘(P)= jPj.
Case 2: Exactly one of u and v belongs to D. We shall continue to use the notation
of Case 1. Hence, without loss of generality, let u2D and v2VnD. Clearly, u 6= v so
that P is an open  -path whence u is a  -image of v2VnD. So, k − 1 fundamental
cycles are created due to the  -images of m vertices of P \ (VnD), one of which is
v, being in D\P. Thus, k − 16 .
Now, as proved in Case 1, if h>m− k then ‘(P)6 jDj+. So, let h<m− k. The
m− k vertices of P \ (VnD) have their  -images in DnP creating (m− k)− h cycles.
Therefore, we have (k − 1) + (m − k − h)=m − h − 1 fundamental cycles in G. But
there are  fundamental cycles whence we get >m−h−1 or h>m−−1. Hence,
jDj= jD\Pj+ jDnPj= jPj −m+ h> jPj −m+ (m− − 1) so that jPj6 jDj+ +1
which yields ‘(P)= jPj − 16 jDj+  as P is an open  -path.
This completes the proof.
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Corollary 4.7. If G is a tree together with a graphoidal cover  such that G has a
nite  -domset D then
‘(P)6jDj 8P 2  : (6)
Denition 4.8. Let G=(V; E) be any graph and  be a graphoidal cover of G such
that G has a nite  -domset. Then
 (G)= inf
D2D (G)
jDj (7)
will be called the  -domination number of G. A  -domset D with jDj=  (G) will
be referred to as a  -set of G or simply a  (G)-set. The set of all  (G)-sets of G
will be denoted D0 (G); in particular, D
0
E(G) will be denoted D
0(G).
If G does not possess a nite  -domset then we postulate  (G) to be innite.
Remark 4.9. For  =E(G), E(G) is nothing but the usual domination number of G,
denoted (G).
Corollary 4.10. For any connected graph G and for any acyclic graphoidal cover  
of G such that G has a nite  -domset
 (G)>
 
sup
P2 
jPj
!
−  − 1 (8)
where  is the number of fundamental cycles in G and the bound in (8) is attainable.
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorems 4.1 and 4.6 and the fact that ‘(P)= jPj−1
for any P 2  since  is acyclic.
Problem 4.11. Characterize connected graphs G having a nite number  of funda-
mental cycles and a graphoidal cover  such that G has a nite  -domset satisfying
the equality in (8).
An interesting special case of Problem 4.11 arises for trees (=0)G=(V; E) having
a graphoidal cover  such that G has a nite  -domset; for such a tree G, we have
from (8) the relation
 (G)>
 
sup
P2 
jPj
!
− 1: (9)
We will determine the structure of such  -covered trees G that satisfy
 (G)=
 
sup
P2 
jPj
!
− 1: (10)
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Fig. 4.
If the trivial graphoidal cover  0 =E(G) of G satises (10), it is easy to see that G
must be a star (i.e., a bipartite graph with bipartition of the form ffvg; Vnfvgg for
some v2V called the center of the star). In this case,  0 (G)= (G)= 1. In fact, if
G is a star with center v then there even can be a nontrivial graphoidal cover  for
which (10) holds, viz.,  = f(u; v; w)g[ fvx2E(G): x2N (v)nfu; wgg; see Fig. 4.
In fact, it is easy to verify that except when G is a star with exactly three vertices,
D0 (G)= ffu; vg; fv; wgg, and when G has just 4 vertices (cf. H2 in Fig. 4) it can have
additional  (G)-sets not containing the central vertex. In each case, however, notice
that (G;  ) has a unique  -path of maximum length, called the stem of (G;  ). We will
see that this is a general feature of nontrivial graphoidal covers of trees satisfying (10).
For any partition = fX1; X2; : : :g, of a nonempty set X , the quantity (supi jXij) is
called the norm of , denoted kk. In particular, since  2GG is a partition of the
edge set E(G) of G and since G is a tree having a nite  -domset, kk is nite in
view of Theorem 4.6. An open  -path P of length k k will henceforth be called a
k k-path. Observe that (10) now reduces to
 (G)= k k: (11)
Theorem 4.12. Let G=(V; E) be a tree having a nontrivial graphoidal cover  such
that
(i) (G;  ) has a nite  -domset; and
(ii)  (G)= k k.
Let P be an open k k-path; with termini u and v. Then; for any  (G)-set D;
(a) exactly one of u and v lies in D; say u;
(b) v is a pendant vertex of G;
(c) 8w2P \D; either N (w)nP= ; or the following three conditions are satised
by N (w)nP:
(c.1) N (w)nP consists of only pendant vertices
(c.2) N (w)nP VnD and
(c.3) wx2  8x2N (w)nP.
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(d) 8w2 (P \ (VnD))nfvg; jN (w)nPj=1 and if N (w)nP= fw1g then the follow-
ing conditions are satised by w1:
(d.1) w1 2DnP
(d.2) N (w1)nP consists of pendant vertices only
(d.3) N (w1)VnD and
(d.4) w1x2  8x2N (w1).
Conversely; if G is a tree having a graphoidal cover  such that there exists a set
D of vertices of G and a  -path P of G which together satisfy the conditions
(a); (b); (c) and (d) then D is a  (G)-set and P is a unique  -path such that
jPj − 1=  (G)= k k (i.e.; (i) and (ii) hold).
Proof. (a) Suppose u; v2D. If P D then  (G)= jPj − 1= ‘(P)= jDj> jPj,
a preposterous inequality. Therefore, jP \ (VnD)j= n>0. Since D2D (G), for each
v2P \ (VnD) there must exist a vertex v0 2D such that v  v0 and N (v)\(P\D)=;
as G is a tree. Also, for v1; v2 2P \ (VnD) one must have N (v1)\N (v2)= ; for
otherwise G would contain a cycle, a contradiction. Thus, jDj> n + jP \Dj= jPj,
a contradiction to the hypothesis that jDj= jPj − 1.
Similarly, one can show that u and v cannot both belong to VnD and hence the
proof. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that u2D and v2VnD.
(b) Suppose d(v)> 2 whence we must have a vertex v1 2N (v)nP. If v1 2VnD,
then v1 and the jPj−jP \Dj−1 vertices of (P \ (VnD))nfvg, each having a distinct
 -neighbour in DnP (as G is a tree), give rise to at least jPj−jP \Dj  -neighbours
of these vertices in DnP. This implies jDj> jP \Dj + (jPj − jP \Dj)= jPj, a
contradiction.
On the other hand, if v1 2D then jDj> jP \Dj+(jPj− jP \Dj−1)+1 because
jPj−jP \Dj−1 vertices of (P \ (VnD))nfvg give rise to at least jPj−jP \Dj−1
 -neighbours of these vertices lying in (DnP)nfv1g. This is a contradiction to our
hypothesis.
To prove (c), suppose N (w)nP 6= ; for w2P \D and that the claim is false. Then
at least one of (c.1), (c.2) and (c.3) must fail.
First, suppose (c.1) fails to hold. Then, there exists a nonpendant vertex x2N (w)nP
for some w2P \D. Hence, let xy2E(G). Obviously, since G is a tree, neither x
nor y belongs to D\P. If one of x and y, say y, is in D then since (jPj −
jD\Pj−1) vertices of (P \ (VnD))nfvg have their distinct  -images in (DnP)n
fyg, we get jDj> jD\Pj+ (jPj − jD\Pj − 1) + 1= jPj, a contradiction. Simi-
larly, we may argue to conclude x 62D. So, x; y2VnD. Since D2D (G), there must
exist a vertex z 2D such that y  z. Since G is a tree, (jPj− jD\Pj−1) vertices of
(Pn(D\P))nfvg together with y give rise to at least (jPj−jD\Pj−1)+1 distinct
 -images in Dn(D\P) so that jDj> jD\Pj+jPj−jD\Pj= jPj, a contradiction.
Thus, (c.1) must hold and, hence, one of (c.2) and (c.3) must
fail.
Suppose (c.2) fails. Then, there must exist x2D\ (N (w)nP). Again, x 62 D\P
and, furthermore, since G is a tree, x cannot be a  -image of any vertex of
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(Pn(D\P))nfvg. Hence, jDj>jD\Pj + (jPj − jD\Pj − 1) + 1= jPj, a con-
tradiction. Therefore, (c.2) must hold and hence (c.3) must fail.
Then, there exists, x2N (w)nP such that wx 62  . By (c.1), x is a pendant vertex
in G. Since wx 62  and D is a  -domset of G we must have a vertex y2DnP such
that x y with w lying between x and y along an x-y  -path. Then, y cannot be a
 -image of any vertex of (Pn(D\P))nfvg since G is a tree. This would lead one
to conclude jDj>jPj, a contradiction to the hypothesis. Thus (c.3) must also hold.
Thus, our starting assumption that the condition (c) is false cannot be logically
sustained and hence, by contraposition, it must hold.
Towards proving (d), we observe that condition (d.1) is rather straightforward to see
as every w2 (P \ (VnD))nfvg has its  -image w1 2DnP. The length of any w−w1
 -path has to be unity for otherwise we may show jDj>jPj. Also, jN (w)nPj>1
will again imply jDj>jPj. Hence, N (w)nP= fw1g where w1 2DnP. (d.2), (d.3)
and (d.4) can now be proved on similar lines as (c.1), (c.2) and (c.3), respectively.
Thus (d) follows.
For the converse, suppose that G contains a vertex set D and  -path P satisfy-
ing conditions (a){(d) in the statement of the theorem. Then, we shall show that
 (G)= k k.
We shall see that the conditions (a){(d) imply that d(w; P)6 2 for every w2V
where for any two subgraphs H and K of G the distance d(H;K) between them
is dened to be the inmum of the distances d(h; k); h2V (H), k 2V (K). Clearly,
if w2P then d(w; P)= 0 by the denition of d(H;K). So, let w2VnP and, if
possible, let w1 2P be such that d(w; P)=d(w; w1)>2. Since, by condition (b),
v is pendant and d(w; P)=d(w; w1) it follows that w1 6= v. Furthermore, condition
(c) implies w1 62D\P and condition (d) implies w1 62P \ (VnD). Thus, w1 62P
contrary to the choice of w1. Thus, d(w; P)6 2 for every w2V .
Next, we shall show that D is a  -domset of G. Towards this end, we rst note, in
view of (a), that v2VnD has u as its  -image in D due to P itself. Hence, suppose
w2 2 (P \ (VnD))nfvg. Then, by (d.1) and (d.4), it follows that w1  w2 for some
w1 2D. Next, let w2 2 (VnD)nP. Then, as shown above, d(w2; P)6 2.
The case when d(w2; P)= 0 has been dealt above.
So, let d(w2; P)= 1 and w1 be the vertex on P for which d(w1; w2)=1=d(w2; P).
Suppose w12(P\(VnD))nfvg. then, w22N (w1)nP and hence, by (d.1), w22DnP,
a contradiction. But then, w1 2D\P and hence by (c.3) we get w1  w2.
Next, let d(w2; P)= 2 and (w; w1; w2) be the unique geodesic joining w2 to a vertex
w on P. Then, two cases arise for w, viz., w could be either in D or in VnD. If
w2D\P, by (c.1), w1 2N (w)nP and hence must be pendant which is obviously not
true. Therefore, w2 (P \ (VnD))nfvg and hence by (d) we see that N (w)nP= fw1g
and further by (d.4) we get w1  w2 where by (d.1) one sees that w1 2D.
Thus, every vertex of VnD has a  -image in D so that D2D (G).
We shall now show that jN (w)\Pj=1 for every w2DnP. Clearly, if
jN (w)\Pj>1 then G would have a cycle, contrary to the fact that G is a tree. So,
assume jN (w)\Pj=0 and hence d(w; P)>1. But then as seen above d(w; P)= 2.
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Let w1 2P be such that d(w; P)=d(w; w1). Then w1 62D\P because of (c). There-
fore, w1 2 (P \ (VnD))nfvg. Then, (d) implies jN (w1)nPj=1. Let N (w1)nP=fw2g.
By (d.1), w2 2DnP. Then since d(w; w1)= 2, w2 lies on a w-w1 path so that w2N (w2).
By (d), we must have N (w2)VnD whence we get w2VnD, contrary to the choice
of w. Therefore, jN (w)\Pj=1 for every w2DnP and w is the  -image of the
unique vertex in N (w)\P. Thus, for every w2DnP there exists a unique ver-
tex in (P \ (VnD))nfvg. Also, by (d), for every w0 2 (P \ (VnD))nfvg there exists
unique vertex w2DnP. Together, these two conclusions imply that jDnPj= jPj −
jD\Pj − 1 which yields jDj= jPj − 1<1 so that  (G) is well-dened and
 (G)6 jDj= jPj−1. Also, then, by Corollary 4.7, we see that  (G)>‘(P)= jPj
− 1= jDj. Thus,  (G)= jDj= jPj − 1. Since jPj − 16k k obviously, we then
have  (G)6k k. On the other hand, since by (13) we have  (G)>k k, we get
 (G)= k k whence it follows that P is a k k-path.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 4.13. If a tree G has a nontrivial graphoidal cover  such that G has a
nite  -domset and  (G)= k k then G has a k k-path P such that ‘(P)= 1 for
every P 2  nfPg.
Proof. Since the hypotheses of this theorem are the same as that of Theorem 4.12
we may use its conclusions which we shall do. Let D be a  (G)-set and P be a
k k-path in G. Since  is nontrivial, ‘(P)>2. Therefore, it is enough to show that
the length of every other  -path is one.
Let w be any vertex of G. Then, as shown in the proof of Theorem 4.12, d(w; P)62.
If d(w; P)= 0 then w2P. Further, if w2D\P then the result follows from (c)
and if w2 (P \ (VnD))nfvg it follows from (d).
Next, suppose d(w; P)= 1 and let w1 2N (w)\P. If w1 2D\P then
by (c.1), w must be pendant and by (c.3), w1 w. On the other hand, if w1 2
(P \ (VnD))nfvg then N (w1)nP= fwg and hence by (d.4) we see that w2 w for
every w2 2N (w).
Lastly, suppose that d(w; P)= 2 and let (w; w1; w2) be the unique geodesic joining
w with a vertex w2 2P. Since d(w; P)62, it follows that w must be a pendant ver-
tex in G. Also, w1 2N (w2) is a nonpendant vertex in G. By (c), therefore, w2 =2D\P
whence we must have w2 2 (P \ (VnD))nfvg. Then, by (d) we must have
N (w2)nP= fw1g. But, then (d.1) implies w1 2DnP, (d.2) implies that
N (w1)nP consists of pendant vertices only and (d.4) implies that w0 w1 for ev-
ery w0 2N (w1). In particular, since w2N (w1) we must hence have w1 w. Thus every
edge in E(G)nE(P) is in  , and hence by (GC2) we conclude that ‘(P)= 1 for
every P2 nfPg.
In view of Theorem 4.13, Theorem 4.12 may be equivalently stated, giving more
insight into the structure of trees satisfying (14), as follows:
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Theorem 4.12. If G=(V; E) is a tree having a nontrivial graphoidal cover  such
that (G;  ) has a nite  -domset and  (G)= k k; then there exists a unique  -path
P such that
(i) One of the termini of P; say v is a pendant vertex and the other; say u; is
such that N (u)nP consists of pendant vertices only;
(ii) for every w2Pnfu; vg; either (a) N (w)nP consists of pendant vertices only;
or (b) for every nonpendant w0 2N (w)nP; N (w)nP= fw0g and N (w0)nP
consists of pendant vertices only;
(iii) e2E(G)nE(P)) e2  .
Conversely; if a graphoidal cover  of a tree G has  -path P that satises the
conditions (i){(iii), then G has a nite  -domset and  (G)= k k= jPj − 1.
Another alternative statement of Theorem 4.12 could be the following.
Theorem 4.12. If a tree G=(V; E) has a nite  -domset D for some graphoidal
cover  satisfying jDj= k k then G has a nite path P satisfying (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 4:12.
Conversely; if a tree G has nite path P satisfying (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.12
then there exists a graphoidal cover  of G such that  (G)= k k.
A typical structure of nite trees described in dierent formulations of Theorem
4.12 is shown in Fig. 5.
A parameter closely related to the cycle structure of a nite (p; q)-graph G is the
cyclomatic number (or, the so-called cycle rank; cf. [12]) (G) dened as the quantity
q−p + c where c= c(G) denotes the number of connected components of G. Hence,
for a connected graph G; (G) is actually known to be the number of cycles in a basis
for the cycle-space of G or, equivalently, number of chords of any spanning tree of
G (cf. [12, pp. 38{39]) | in fact, the term ‘fundamental cycle’ used above means
precisely what is meant by ‘basis cycle’ in this sense. Thus, (8) may be rewritten as
 (G)>k k − (G) for any acyclic  2GG: (12)
Solution of Problem 4.11 for unicyclic graphs (=1) is also known and will appear
elsewhere. Its solution for block-cactus graphs, bipartite graphs, planar graphs, etc.,
will be of special interest and appear quite challenging.
Remark 4.14. Note from Corollary 3.9 that for a locally nite innite graph G the
parameter  (G) is not well-dened (i.e., nite) for any  2GG. However, there do
exist innite graphs which possess a graphoidal cover  such that  (G) is well-dened
as the examples below demonstrate.
Example 4.15. Let G=(V; E) be an innite complete graph and  =E. Then, it is
easy to see that Dm (G)= ffvg: v2V (G)g and hence  (G)= (G)= 1.
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Fig. 5.
Example 4.16. Let G=(V; E) be any innite graph where V is partitioned into V1
and V2 such that there is a bijection f:V1 7!V2 and E contains every pair fx; yg
where x; y2V except when x2V1; y2V2 and f(x)=y. Let  =E. Then, it is easy
to verify that every 2-subset (i.e., a set consisting of just two elements) of V is a
 (G)-set of G (that is, Dm (G) :=D
m(G)=P2(V ), the set of all 2-subsets of V ) so
that  (G)= (G)= 2.
If G is taken to be of some nite order n in the above two examples then G=Kn
in Example 4.15, and in Example 4.16, G is the graph of an even order n=2r; r>3,
obtained from Kn by removing a set of r independent edges.
Observe that in each of the Examples 4.15 and 4.16, every minimal dominating set
of G is also a (G)-set. This suggests the following subtle open problem.
Problem 4.17. Characterize graphs G having  2GG such that Dm (G)=D0 (G) (recall,
D0 (G) denotes the set of all  (G)-sets).
Theorem 4.18. For every positive integer n>1; there exists an innite graph Gn hav-
ing a nontrivial graphoidal cover  such that  (Gn)= n.
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Fig. 6.
Proof. If n=1, then the graph described in Example 4.15 would serve the purpose
for G1.
Hence, for n>2, let U=fw; u1; u2; : : :g and W =fw; v1; v2; : : : ; vn−1g be sets such that
U \W =fwg and let Gn=(V; E) be constructed as follows: V=U [W , P=(w; u1; u2; : : :)
be a 1-way innite path, Qn=fvn−1un−1; vn−1un; vn−1un+1; vn−1un+2; : : :g, Rn=fv1u1;
v2u2; : : : ; vn−2un−2g and E=E(P)[Qn[Rn where R2 is dened to be empty. This con-
struction is illustrated in Fig. 6.
It is not hard to verify that  = fPg[Qn [Rn is a graphoidal cover of Gn such that
D0 (Gn)= fWg;Dm (Gn)= fU;Wg and  (Gn)= jW j= n.
Remark 4.19. Note that each graph Gn; n>2, constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.18
is an innite graph having a nontrivial graphoidal cover  such that Gn contains both
a nite and an innite  -domsets, viz., W and U =(V (Gn)nW )[fwg, respectively.
A natural question for one to ask is whether for any graph G there is any relationship
between  (G) and (G) whenever the parameters are well-dened. The following
result indicates the existence of a relationship!
Theorem 4.20. Let G=(V; E) be a graph such that (G) is well-dened. Then there
exists  2GG such that  (G)6(G).
Proof. Let D be a (G)-set. D 0=VnD,  DD 0 = f(u; v): u2D, v2D 0 and uv2E(G)g;
 D 2GhD i , D 0 2GhD 0i and  =  D [  0D [  DD 0 . It is then easy to see that D2D (G)
whence we must have  (G)6jDj= (G).
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Fig. 7. D 2 D (G) nD(G) and jDj =  (G) where  (G)< (G).
There are a number of interesting aspects of Theorem 4.20 which need careful
consideration. Firstly, notice that for a graph G=(V; E) when  =E the statement of
the theorem reduces to triviality. Therefore, the theorem holds trivially when the graph
does not contain any path having length exceeding 1; that is, when every component
of G is isomorphic to either K1 or K2. We shall denote the class of such graphs
by Y . For any other graph G there always would exist a nontrivial graphoidal cover
 (e:g:; = f(u; v; w)g[ (Enfuv; vwg) where (u; v; w) is any path of length two) and for
such graphs there could be a possibility that  (G) and (G) are dierent (or even
same!). What the proof of Theorem 4.20 indicates is the fact that there is always at
least one way of nding a  2GG such that  (G)6(G) and more so of the possibility
of nding a nontrivial  satisfying this inequality when G has a (G)-set D such that
either hDi or hVnDi has a nontrivial graphoidal cover of its own; that is, at least one
of hDi and hVnDi contains a path of length at least two. Clearly, therefore, such a
possibility always exists excepts for the class   of graphs satisfying
hDi; hVnDi 2Y 8D2D0(G): (13)
This raises the following fundamental problem in the basic theory of usual domination
in graphs.
Problem 4.21. Characterize graphs G that satisfy (13).
Remark 4.22. Further, it is important to note that there do exist graphs G having
 2GG such that  (G)<(G), as the example in Fig. 7 illustrates.
Remark 4.22 motivates the following denition.
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Denition 4.23. Let G=(V; E) be a graph for which (G) is well-dened. Then
0(G)= inf
 2GG
 (G)
is called the least graphoidal domination (lgd) number of G and a  2GG is said to be
minimally dominating graphoidal cover of G if  (G)= 0(G). Clearly for any graph
G for which (G) is well dened, Theorem 4.20 implies
0(G)6(G): (14)
We say that G is graphoidally domination rigid if 0(G)= (G).
Problem 4.24. Characterize graphoidally domination rigid graphs.
5. Graphoidal cover domination number of a graph
Throughout this section, the graphs treated will be assumed to be nite unless stated
otherwise.
Let G be a graph of order n (<1) and u be any vertex in G. The  -degree of u,
denoted d (u), is then dened to be the number of open  -paths having u as an end-
vertex. Let  (G) and  (G) denote the maximum and minimum of the  -degrees of
the vertices in G, respectively. Note that d (u)= jN (u)nfugj for any u2V (G) (since
it is possible that u2N (u) when u is the end-vertex of a  -cycle and the denition of
d (u) does not count  -cycles ending at u). If G is a graph such that F 0 (G) 6=V (G),
there must exist a vertex u such that d (u)>1 whence obviously V (G)n(N (u)nfug)
is a proper  -dominating set of G and its cardinality must be equal to n−d (u).
Therefore, we must have
 (G)6n−  (G): (15)
Note that if F 0 (G)=V (G) then G is  -independent and d (u)=0 for every u2V (G)
whence we must have  (G)=n. Also,
jVnDj6P
u2D
d (u)6 (G)jDj for any D2D (G) (16)
which yields jDj> bn=(1 +  (G))c where bxc denotes the greatest integer not greater
than the real number x. Thus, we get
n
(1 +  (G))

6 (G)6n−  (G) (17)
for any nite graph G of order n. If one omits the sux  , which amounts to con-
sidering the case  =E, in the above inequalities we get the well known bounds for
the usual domination number (G) of G (cf. [23]). It would be of immense interest to
have characterization of graphs G for which there exist  2GG such that  (G) attains
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one or both of these bounds | similar results in the case of (G) may be of help to
visualize the said generalizations.
Recall that if D is a minimal  -domset of a graph G then (V (G)nD)[F 0 (G)2
D (G), by Theorem 3.1. This yields the bound
 (G)6jV (G)j − jDj+ jF 0 (G)j for any D2Dm (G): (18)
In particular, if D is a  (G)-set then
 (G)6 12 (jV (G)j+ jF 0 (G)j): (19)
Next, if D is a maximal  -independent set of G we deduce from Theorem 3.17 that
D is a minimal  -domset of G so that (18) applies. Hence, if
0 (G)= max
S2J (G)
jSj and i (G)= min
S2J (G)
jSj;
then
 (G)6i (G)60 (G): (20)
Also, using a 0 (G)-set D in (18) we get
 (G)6jV (G)j − 0 (G) + jF 0 (G)j: (21)
Given an arbitrary graph (possibly innite) G=(V; E) and any  2GG, a  -coloring
of G means simply a function f:V (G) 7! fa; b; c; : : :g assigning a color to each vertex
of G such that  -adjacent vertices in G receive dierent colors; that is,
u and v are  -adjacent)f(u) 6= f(v): (22)
The minimum number of colors needed to ‘ -color’ the vertices of G is called the
 -chromatic number of G, denoted  (G). If G is nite,  (G) must be nite. It
could be so even for an innite graph as, for instance, the  -chromatic number of a
 -independent innite graph is 1.
Note that given  2GG, the denition of a  -coloring of G obviously allows all the
vertices of F 0 (G) to receive the same color and this color can still be assigned to at
least one more vertex of G, viz., one in V (G)nF 0 (G) so that at most jV (G)j−jF 0 (G)j
colors should suce to have a  -coloring of G. Thus,  (G)6jV (G)j − jF 0 (G)j. A
sharper upper bound for  (G) can be obtained as follows: Take any 0 (G)-set S of
(G;  ). Assign one color to all the vertices of S and assign jV (G)nSj distinct colors
to the remaining vertices of G. This  -coloring scheme yields
 (G)6jV (G)j − 0 (G) + 1 (since jF 0 (G)j+ 160 (G)) (23)
which may, equivalently, be written in the form
0 (G)6jV (G)j −  (G) + 1: (24)
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Combining (20) and (24), we get
 (G)6i (G)60 (G)6jV (G)j −  (G) + 1: (25)
We have already observed that F 0 (G) must be contained in every  -domset of (G;  )
and hence, in particular, it must be contained in any  (G)-set S, say. However,
F 0 (G) 6=S since it is not a  -domset. Therefore, we see that jF 0 (G)j + 16 (G).
This, together with (25), yields
jF 0 (G)j+ 16 (G)6i (G)60 (G)6jV (G)j −  (G) + 1: (26)
Problem 5.1. Characterize graphs G having  2GG such that equality holds in one or
more of the inequalities in (26) above.
Remark 5.2. With  =E in (26), one has the well-known chain of inequalities
(G)6i(G)60(G)6jV (G)j − (G) + 1 (27)
(e.g. see [23]).
6. Concluding remarks
As noted in [13], the concept of ‘domination’ in a graph was introduced in the
year 1862 by De Jaenisch [9] who posed the problem of nding the minimum number
of queens that can be placed on a chess-board so that each square can be attacked
(dominated) by at least one of the queens. Subsequently, taking o from this problem,
the theory of domination in graphs was formalized by Ore [15] and Berge [6] and then
pursued by a very large number of researches in diverse areas of mathematics and its
applications.
In this paper, we have introduced the notion of domination in graphoidal covers of
a given (possibly innite) graph.
The interesting problem of determining graphs that admit a graphoidal cover  such
that D (G)= fV (G)g, the so called  -independent graphs, was found to be of fun-
damental importance due to the fact that the class of totally disconnected graphs
corresponds to the degenerate case which occurs when  =E(G). But we had limited
success in settling this problem in the nondegenerate case; that is, when  is given
to be nontrivial. The notions of hypercycle and hyperchain, introduced in the paper,
appear to play a central role in clinching a nal solution of this problem.
It is easy to see from (1) that if there exists a subfamily F of D (G) such thatT
F2F F = ; then F (G)= ;. Such a subfamily F of D (G), whenever it exists, is
called a  -domination pore of G and jFj is called its extent; clearly, jFj>2. The
inmum of the extents of  -domination pores of G, denoted  (G), is called the
 -domination porosity of G. We dene  (G)= 0 whenever F (G) 6= ;. We have seen
that the  -domination porosity of locally nite graphs G is two whenever (i) G
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contains a  -path of nite length and (ii) F (G)= ; extending a classical result of
Ore [15]!
Next, we have obtained generalizations of some fundamental results of Ore [15] and
Berge [6] on minimal dominating sets to minimal  -domsets which have revealed in a
natural way a number of highways for further investigation, perhaps hitherto unknown
even in usual domination theory (e.g., see Problems 3.10{3.12)! For instance, one
fundamental discovery in this direction of our investigation is the fact that ‘in any
locally nite innite graph G, for any graphoidal cover  of G every  -domset is
innite’. This reveals the problem of characterizing graphs G such that for any  2GG
every  -domset is innite.
Hence, we took a close look at the cycle spaces of graphs G that admit graphoidal
covers  such that (G;  ) has a nite  -domset D. We rst found that such graphs G
having nite dimensional cycle spaces could not have innite paths and hence, by a well
known theorem of Schmidt (cf. [20]), that such a graph must have a nonempty nite
invariant set of vertices. This result has triggered in us a ‘pigment of wild speculation’
that in general such a nite invariant set of vertices in a graph must somehow be
related to the notion of centrality in graphs, appropriately extended from the existing
notion for locally nite countable graphs (see [7]) to arbitrary graphs G that admit
graphoidal covers  such that (G;  ) has a nite  -domset.
Further, when the cycle space of a graph G has a nite dimension  and admits a
graphoidal cover  such that (G;  ) has a nite  -domset, we found that the lengths of
 -paths could not exceed jDj+ (inequality (9)). This led us to a lower bound on the
 -domination number  (G) of G, viz., inequality (12). We then characterized trees G
having such a nontrivial graphoidal cover  for which (G;  ) attained this bound (if
 =E(G), the stars are the only such trees). A similar result is known for unicyclic
graphs, but is not reported here due to restricted objective of this paper. The ‘guard
statement’ for further investigation in this direction is: ‘If G is a graph whose cycle
space has nite dimension and possesses an innite path then for any  2GG; (G;  )
cannot have a nite  -domset’.
Another major direction of research is suggested by the fact that any graph G with
well-dened (G) (i.e., (G)<1) has a graphoidal cover  such that  (G)6(G),
thereby yielding a new parameter of such a graph called least graphoidal domination
number of G and denoted 0(G). Existence of such nontrivial graphoidal covers is
seen to pose altogether new fundamental problems in domination theory! We have
discussed the relationship that  bears with graphoidal cover analogues of many other
well-known parameters of a graph such as the chromatic number, independence number,
independent domination number, etc.
Henning et al. [13] have recently introduced and studied the following yet another
generalized concept of ‘domination’ in nite graphs: For a graph G and a set X of
graphs, two distinct vertices of G are said to be X-adjacent if they are contained in a
subgraph of G isomorphic to a member of X. Hence, a subset D of vertices of G is
said to be X-dominating if for every vertex u2VnD there exists a vertex v2D such
that u is X-adjacent to v. Thus, if we take X to be a graphoidal cover  of G then
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any two vertices u and v lying on a  -path would have to be regarded as X-adjacent
according to the denition of X-adjacency given above. However, for the notion of
 -adjacency it is required that u and v be the end-vertices of a  -path. This observa-
tion yields an interesting variation of the notion of X-domination dened by Henning
et al. [13] as follows: Let G be an arbitrary (and possibly innite) graph and X be a
family of nite nontrivial connected graphs and for each H 2X let f(H) denote an
unordered pair (or, the so-called ‘2-subset’) of specied vertices of H . We shall say
that two vertices u and v are (X; f)-adjacent in G if there exists a subgraph G0 of G
and an isomorphism ’ from G0 onto some H 2X such that f(H)= f’(u); ’(v)g. For
instance, one may specify f by choosing for f(H) a pair of antipodal vertices (that is,
end-vertices of a diametrical path) in H . Obviously, then, X-adjacency of two vertices
u and v as dened by Henning et al. [13] is obtained when f(H)=’(u)’(v)2E(H)
in the above denition of (X; f)-adjacency of u and v. One may then dene the notion
of (X; f)-domination in G in the usual way.
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